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ADJUSTMENTS 
 

HOCUS POCUS 

 

 

 

 

 

APPENDIX of ALTERNATE ACTIVITIES/SCENES ON PAGES 3-4 

 

CONSIDERATIONS: 

● BLUE SITES begin show with Flying Rules PURPLE SITES with Mama/Socrates 

Scene (see Appendix) 

● Determine number of wishes based on site needs. PURPLE SITES two wishes best.  
● Distribute maracas to children. All can shake their maracas with the casting of spells on 

“Ole” and shake and in waking and putting Socrates to sleep in trance.  

● Option to cut Mama/Hocus Pocus rap at end with PURPLE SITES and end with all 

celebrating together.  
 

ADJUSTED ITEMS: Mickey blanket, bubbles, rain stick, maracas/tambourines 

 

PRE-SHOW 

● Dress up at the top  

● OMB song 

● Flight attendants check tickets briefly and Captain exits.  
 

FLYING RULES 

● Add movements of other body parts, such as blinking, for those who do not have use of 

their hands. Take your time teaching and once music is added do not feel you have to stay 

with the tempo.  

 

Cell phones off (clap), seats upright (shimmy or shake) 

Puke bag ready for a bumpy flight (vocalize “Yuck” or “Pew”) 

Passport stamp; luggage stow (nod head or blink) 

Buckle your seat belt. Here we go 

 

SCENE 1 MAMA AND SOCRATES 

 Abbreviated scene option for BLUE SITES (See APPENDIX  for PURPLE SITES 

options) 

 
Mama: Socrates! Did you pick the coconuts? I need them for my flan! And we 

need to hurry because Plato and everyone will be here soon! 

BLUE SITES: A Harry Moore /St. Mary’s Outpatient/Ferncliff 
 

PURPLE SITES: A. Harry Moore Rainbow/ Blythedale/ Elizabeth Seton/ Ferncliff/ St. Mary’s 

Inpatient/ YAI-Gramercy School/ YAI Manhattan Star Academy/ YAI Roosevelt School  
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Socrates: I’ll get them later, I promise. 

Mama: Later, later that’s what you always say. 

Socrates: And you know what you always say? Remember, remember the island 

rule. Picking coconuts is really cool. 

Mama: But never pick the purple ones. Or all your dreams will come undone… 

Ay, Ay look at the time… And same till the end. 

 

LANDING ON COCONUT ISLAND (CUT for PURPLE SITES) 

 OMB song is at the top so Mama and Socrates can enter onstage from opposite sides.  

 

COCONUT ISLAND DANCE (CUT for PURPLE SITES) 

 Incorporate facial movements and sounds as well.  

 Other option is a limbo/parachute tunnel. Use the large sheet (Mickey blanket) as a 

parachute for the group to walk/roll underneath from one side of the stage to the other.  

 

PICKING COCONUTS (for BLUE SITES) 

 Establish a 5- count with group to introduce the coconuts. Thread this throughout the 

show. Catch the coconuts in the basket and then have children pull them down from the 

tree with the tubes instead of throwing balls in to basket. Children never handled the 

balls. The tubes are easier for this group.  

 

PURPLE COCONUT REVEAL 

 Use bubbles when coconut appears above backdrop.  

 

SOCRATES IN TRANCE 

 One of the actions can be to have Socrates do a rain dance. Use water bottles to mist 

above heads.  

 Socrates could sing her ABCs which the group could sing along with. (PURPLE SITES) 

 

SOCRATES’S WISHES (See APPENDIX for PURPLE SITESoptions) 

● 2
nd

 Wish w/ Nike 

○ Instead of thumb wrestle play tug of war with tubes.  

 

HOCUS POCUS/MAMA STAND-OFF (CUT for PURPLE SITES) 

  Really interact with the kids, while doing the poem. Weave in and out of them, etc. 
 

TATTO DISTRIBUTION  

 Give tattoos to the staff to distribute later if not able to give to children.  

 

END OF SHOW  

 Option to cut Socrates picking purple coconut again. End with celebration for all.  
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HOCUS POCUS ALTERNATE ACTIVITIES 

 

SCENE 1 MAMA AND SOCRATES 

 

 Sc.1 Mama and Socrates are in the bus to go pick-up cousins and they and 

audience sing “Wheels on the Bus”. Mama stops bus and let’s Socrates 

out to pick the coconuts like she should have done earlier. See adjusted 

exchange below.  

 

Mama: Socrates! Did you pick the coconuts? I need them for my flan! 

We need to hurry because Plato and everyone will be here soon!  

Socrates: I’ll get them later, I promise. 

Mama: Later, later that’s what you always say. 

Socrates: And you know what you always say? Remember, remember 

the island rule. Picking coconuts is really cool. 

Mama: But never pick the purple ones. Or all your dreams will come 

undone… Come on and get in the bus.(All sing “Wheels on the 

Bus”)  Ay, Ay look at the time Socrates. Here. (mimes letting 

Socrates out of the bus) Go pick the coconuts while I go and get the 

cousins.  

 

CONTINUE TO PICKING THE COCONUTS 

 

SOCRATES TRANCE 

 Choose activities for her that are more interactive… For example:  

1. Make Socrates do a rain dance. (Use spray bottles with  

volunteers)  

2. Make Socrates have the wind blow really hard. (Use fans with  

volunteers.)  

3. Make Socrates play catch with the balls.  

4. Make Socrates turn her vest inside out while singing a song. “If 

You’re Happy and You Know It” is a great option here.  

 

SOCRATES’S WISHES 

 First Wish-Winning w/ Nike – Instead of thumb wrestling tug of war with 

tubes.  
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 Second Wish – Famous – Use “Moves Like Jagger” to underscore a run 

way strut where you can wheel everyone across the room on the red 

carpet. At the end of runaway all can pose for mimed photo.  
 


